Week beginning 15th May 2018
This week the girls and boys will be starting their SATs. They have been well
prepared and have worked very hard. The activities will feel no different to the
work they have been doing to prepare for the assessments and they should not
worry about them as we know that they will do their best. Some fun, relaxing
activities after school and early nights will help them during this period.


In literacy this week we will be revisiting reading comprehensions tasks, spelling,
grammar and punctuation and taking our assessment papers.



In maths we will be focusing on arithmetic skills, partitioning to add 2-digit numbers
and using a number line to subtract. We will rehearse our multiplication tables from
2, 3, 5, 10 and 11 and apply our mathematical learning to both arithmetic and
reasoning assessments.



In science this week we will explore some of other investigation work from Science
Week.



In history we will be continuing our learning of how transport has changed
throughout time.



In R.E this week we will continue our ‘Eastertide’ topic by learning about Our Lord’s
appearance to Thomas and the other apostles. We will also say a decade of the
rosary to think about Our Lady in the month of May.



In music this week we will continue to work on some of the pieces we have learnt.



In P.E this week we will be practicing our team game skills and athletics for Sports
Day.



In computing this week we will use Scratch App. on the iPad and create a short
animation with Sound.

Ways to help your child:


Listen to them read every night and help them when they come to write a review of
what they have read. Ask questions about the characters and setting to check their
understanding of content, and you could point to words randomly on the pages if
you think they are guessing. Point out vocabulary that is commonly used and may
feature on their spelling list this week.



Practise their spelling list with them. The dictation activities will be done in class on
Thursday this week. Please also remind them to use capital letters and full stops
whenever they write sentences.



Practise the 2, 3, 5, 10 and 11 times table.



Enjoy some gentle relaxing activities after school, read your child a bedtime story
and encourage early nights.

Best wishes,
Mrs Egbuonu and Mrs Agnew

